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This paper proposes a convergence theory of the ordinary differential equations
 .ODE method for finding the local optima of general constrained optimization.
We prove that solutions starting from the neighbourhood of a critical point of the
differential equations in this paper about part variables always converge to the
feasible point of the problem. We also study the initial relationship between neural
 .computation in optimization NCO and ODE methods. Some detailed connections
of the two methods in solving the linear and quadratic programming on Rn areq
shown in this paper. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
For the last forty decades, the common methods of solving the nonlinear
constrained optimization problems have been mainly multiplier methods,
penalty function methods, GRG methods, and quadratic approach meth-
w xods 2, 9 . However, few of these methods are effective in applications.
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Recently, researchers proposed a number of new methods, such as the
simulation annealing algorithm, hereditary algorithm, and neural optimiza-
tion algorithm, as alternatives to the common methods. Although these
methods can theoretically converge to the o¨erall optimal points the
convergence process tends to be slow because of a large number of
repeated executions. This obviously increases the computing quantity and
complexity.
w x w xTo overcome this difficulty, Tanabe 5 and Yamshita 3 tried to solve
constrained programming problems by fairly mature numeric methods of
 .ordinary differential equations ODE . Being motivated by this approach, we
w xhave done a number of further works 10]15 , including the improvement
of the theory, the application prospects, and microcomputer realization of
ODE method. We have also explored the relations between the local
optimal points of general constrained including equation and inequation
.constraints programming problems and its relative singular points of the
ODE system. For example, a decline line differential equation to handle
the problem by solving singular solutions of the autonomous system was
w xset up in 15 .
In order to advance our study, this paper discusses a convergence theory
of the ODE method. We prove that solutions starting from the neighbour-
hood of a critical point of the differential equations given in this paper
about part ¨ariables always converge to the feasible point of the problem
under consideration. This can enhance the computation of solving the
constrained optimization problems.
2. ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS METHOD
The problem considered in this paper is the general constrained opti-
mization problem:
Min f x .
nsubject to x g S s x g E N h x s 0, g x F 0 , 2.1 4 .  .  .
 . 2  .   .  ..T  .   .  ..Twhere f x g c , g x s g x , . . . , g x , h x s h x , . . . , h x .1 m 1 r
After introducing new slack ¨ariables z, we obtain the equality con-
strained optimization problem
Min F y .
subject to y g S s y g Enqm N H y s 0 , 2.2 4 .  .
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where
h x .
2H y s ,z .
g x q .
2
TT nqm 2 2 2 2y s x , z g E , z s z , z , . . . , z . .  .1 2 m
To solve the above problem, we introduced the decline line differential
 .  .equations 2.3 from problem 2.1 ,
B dxrdt q =h x l q =g x l s y=f x .  .  .n r m
B dzrdt q zI l s 0m m m
=hT x dxrdt s yh x .  . 2.3 .
z 2
T=g x dxrdt q zI dzrdt s y g x q , .  .m  /2
 . 2  .   .  ..T  .   .  ..Twhere f x g c , g x s g x , . . . , g x , h x s h x , . . . , h x .1 m 1 r
 .The system 2.3 can be rewritten as
Bdyrdt q =H y l s y=F y .  .
2.4 .
=H y dyrdt s yH y . .  .
 .The constraints of the original problem 2.1 are dependent on the
 .  .second equation of autonomous system 2.4 . From 2.4 , we can express
dyrdt s PA y E By1=F y PH , 2.5 .  .
where
B 0nB s , the B and B are a non-singular matrix;n m0 Bm
T Tdyrdt s dxrdt, dzrdt , l s l , l , .  .r m
y1y1 T y1 TP s B A AB A , zI s diag z , . . . , z , .  .m 1 m
T
=F y s =f x , 0 , .  . .
T=h x 0 .
A y s =H y s , .  . T=g x E . r
 .the E and E are the n q m and r identity matrices, respectively.r
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 .The relationship between constrained optimal points of problem 2.1
 .and asymptotically stable critical points of Eqs. 2.3 has been discussed in
w x15 .
Here B is a n q r non-singular matrix. The choice of matrix B will
w xaffect the asymptotical stability of the ODE system 13 . This has been
realized through the following properties:
 .a Introducing the idea of solutions of partial variables into system
 .2.3 can decrease computation and storage of many inequality constraints
w x10 .
 .b By entering sign reversal of the equation, we can seek optimal
points one by one without increasing complexity, and then find all the local
w xoptimal points with the constraints 15 .
 .c Using asymptotical stability of singular points, we can avoid the
w xsolving difficulty due to the accumulation of errors 10 .
 .  .d The existence of the correction term yPH in system 2.5 makes
the system have the self-adjusting function. This can not only self-control
its stepsize for the numerical integration, but also it can avoid the
indispensable complicated treatment of violated constraints in the general
w xoptimization method 3 .
 .e We have generalized this method to the multiobjective program-
w xming problem 14 .
 .When the problem 2.1 is a linear programming problem or a quadratic
 .programming problem with linear constraints on R , the system 2.5 canq
be transformed into the form
dyrdt s Ty q S
y G 0, 2.6 .
where T is a n q m ordinary matrix, and S is an ordinary vector of n q m
dimensions.
3. THE ROLE OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
IN CONSTRAINTS
In this section, we consider the autonamous system
=H y dyrdt s yH y , 3.1 .  .  .
or equivalently
dH y rdt s yH y . 3.2 .  .  .
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It is easily seen that a solution of the system satisfies the first integral
H y t ; y0 s exp yt H y0 , 3.3 .  . .  . .
0  0 0.T  0.where y s x , z is an initial point. Let y t; y be a solution of the
initial problem
=H y dyrdt s yH y .  .
y o s y0 . 3.4 .  .
 .From 3.3 , the image of the trajectory of a solution for the system by
  0..the mapping H lies on the line segment between the point H y and the
rqm   0..origin of E . More precisely, the point H y t; y moves along the
straight line toward the origin as time proceeds. If a solution exists for the
interval 0 F t - `, then
lim H y t ; y0 s 0. . .
t©`
 0.Therefore, we might expect that the solution y t; y will approach the
feasible sets as t © ` and the solution about part ¨ariables also approaches
the feasible set S.
 .  .We assume that the =H y is of full rank. Let L y be an arbitrary
nqm  .mapping from E to itself. Then the system of Eq. 3.1 is equivalent to
the system
dyrdt s y=Hq y H y q E y =Hq y =H y L y , 3.5 .  .  .  .  .  . .
q .where E is the identity matrix, and =H y is the Moore-Penrose in¨erse of
 . w xthe =H y 7 .
 .The system 3.5 has the following behavior:
 0. 0  .LEMMA 1. If =H y is of full rank, y is an initial point, and L y is
 0.  .sufficiently smooth, then there exists a solution y t; y of the system 3.1 for
some inter¨ al 0 F t - T , which can be prolonged until its trajectory ap-
proaches the set of singular points:
N s y g Emq n N rank=H y - m q n . 4 .
Otherwise, T s ` or it di¨ erges.
 .Now, we consider the case where L y s 0, i.e.,
dyrdt s y=Hq y H y . 3.6 .  .  .
w xAccording to 10 , we obtain the result below.
 .LEMMA 2. If H y is of full rank, y g S, then the critical points of the
 .system 3.6 about part ¨ariables is a stable equilibrium point.
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 .The following theorem describes the global behavior of the system 3.6 .
 .THEOREM 1. If =H y is of full rank, y g S, then there exists a neighbor-
0 .  .hood U of y such that the solution y t; y of 3.6 , which starts from any
point y0 in U, exists for the inter¨ al 0 F t - `, and always con¨erges to a
 .feasible point of problem 2.1 about part ¨ariables.
Proof. By Lemma 2, for part ¨ariables x, there exists a neighborhood
 0.V g U such that the solution y t; y about x, which starts from a point
y0 g U, is bounded in V. Hence, from Lemma 1 the solution exists for
 .0 F t - `. Since y g U can be chosen so that =H y is of full rank, where
q .U is the topological closure of U, =H y is continuous in the compact set
U. Therefore, there exists a positive number K such that
q5 5=H y - K , y g U. .
 0.Since the solution y t; y satisfies the equality
H y t ; y0 s H y0 exp yt , 0 F t - `, . .  . .
`
5 5dyrdt dtH
0
`
q 0 05 5s =H y t ; y H y t , y dt .  . .  .H
0
`
05 5- K H y t ; y dt . .H
0
`
0 yt5 5s K H y e dt . H
0
5 0 5s K H y . .
This implies that the length of trajectory of the solution is finite; thus
0 .y t; y about part ¨ariables x must converge to a point x which is a feasible
 .point of problem 2.1 .
 .  .In the system 3.6 , if =H y is a non-singular square matrix, we obtain
the initial problem
dyrdt s y=Hy1 y H y .  .
y t s y0 . 3.7 .  .0
Actually, this problem is the continuous form of the Newton iterati¨ e
w xmethod 9 :
y nq1. s y n. y =Hy1 y n. H y n. . 3.8 . .  .
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 . q . T  .In the autonomous system 3.6 , if H y s H y , then we obtain the
initial problem
dyrdt s y=H T y H y .  .
y t s y0 . 3.9 .  .0
w xIn fact, this problem is the continuous form of the gradient method 2 .
w xRosen 4 proposed the gradient-projection method, in which successive
approximations y n. are generated by the rule
y nq1. s y n. q a n.f y n. , 3.10 . .
where
f y s p y =F y , .  .  .
and
p y s E y =Hq y =H y . .  .  .
When the constraints are highly nonlinear, the autonomous system
dyrdt s f y s E y =Hq y =H y =F y 3.11 .  .  .  .  . .
 .can be introduced instead of 3.10 .
 .  .  .Comparing system 3.11 with system 3.5 , when we choose L y s
 .  .=F y , the basic system 3.5 is the continuous gradient-projection system
 . q .  .3.11 with an additional correction term y=H y H y .
If y is infeasible, then the effect of the correction term is generally
dominant over the gradient-projection term:
E y =Hq y =H y =F y . .  .  . .
The trajectories of the solutions of the system about part ¨ariables are
first pulled down to the feasible set S and then move along S toward a
 .minimal point of problem 2.1 or a critical point of the system.
EXAMPLE. Consider a nonlinear programming problem:
2 2Min f x s x y 2 q x y 1 .  .  .1 2
s.t. h x s x y 2 x s 0 3.12 .  .1 2
g x s x y 1 F 0. . 1
 .The corresponding ordinary differential equations ODE model is
dyrdt s y=Hq y H y q E y =Hq y =H y =F y , .  .  .  .  . .
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where
1
1 q z 1 . 2 x y 2 .2 1
q=H y s , =F s ,1 1 . 2 x y 1 .2y 1 q z .
02 2
1 0
x y 2 x1 2
2H y s .z .
x y 1 q1 2
In this case, the constraints are not violated. Given suitable initial points,
the points approach quickly to the optimal point through the first three
steps with error « F 0.01:
x 0. : x 0. s 1.00000; x 0. s 0.45000; f x 0. s 1.11250 .1 2
x 1. : x 1. s 1.03328; x 1. s 0.48358; f x 1. s 1.20146 .1 2
x 2. : x 2. s 0.99718; x 2. s 0.50141; f x 2. s 1.25423. .1 2
4. ODE METHOD AND NEURAL COMPUTATION
IN OPTIMIZATION
w x w xBy utilizing the energy function of Liapuno¨ 1 , Tank and Hopfield in 8
used a stable attractive quality of the neural network to find the minimum
points of the neural energy function for the stable balance points of a
network system. This approach leads to a TH neural network method of
solving constrained programming problems.
We define the following items,
Tx x1 nT TG s w x , . . . , w x ; e s 1, . . . , 1 ; R s , . . . , ; .  .  . .1 n  /R R1 n
T
Q n s c D n y J , . . . , c D n y J ; .  .  . .1 1 m m
T
V n s C D n y J , . . . , C D n y J .  .  . .1 1 m m
T TC s diag c , . . . , c ; I s I , . . . , I ; J s J , . . . , J ; .  .  .1 n 1 n 1 m
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where c and w are the constrained and object magnifier function; n is the
object output voltage; and R and c are the input resistance and inputi i
capacity of the object magnifier, respectively. I and J are the object input
current and constrained input current, respectively; C is the original function
of c ; D is the m = n transition matrix of constrained networks; and D isi
its row ¨ectors.
The dynamic equations and energy functions are indicated in the follow-
w xing forms, respectively 6 ,
TCdxrdt s yI y R x y D Q n .  .
n s G x 4.1 .  .
E n s I T n q VT n e q fT W n , .  .  .  .
where
TT¨ n 1 11 ny1 y1W n s w n dn , . . . , w n dn ; f s , . . . , . .  .  .H H /  /R R0 0 1 n
4.2 .
The TH network model can be used to solve the following linear
programming problem:
Min I Tn
Dn G J
n G 0. 4.3 .
When we properly select functions f and g and introduce slack vari-
 . nqm ables z, the form 4.1 can be changed into a system on R saturationq
.mode linear system ,
dyrdt s Ty q S
y G 0, 4.4 .
 .Twhere y s x, z . Its corresponding energy function is
1 T TE y s y y Ty y y S, 4.5 .  . .2
where T is an n q m ordinary matrix, and S is an ordinary vectory vector
of n q m dimensions.
w xThis system has the following features 6 :
 .  .a The local optimal points set of energy functions E y has the
one to one corresponding relation with the asymptotically stable balance
points of the system.
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 .b Moving along with the solution curve of the system equations,
the energy function is monotone decreasing and the system has no periodic
orbit.
 .c Because the energy function is a con¨ex function, the attractor of
the overall optimal points about the partial ¨ariable is Rn .q
At present, this system has been used in solving the following linear
w xprogramming problem 12 ,
Min I T y
Ky s J 4.6 .
y G 0,
and the quadratic programming problem on Rn ,q
1 T TMin x Mx q N x2
x g S s x g Rn N Dx G J . 4.7 4  .q
Here K is an ordinary matrix, M is a symmetric and positi¨ e definite
matrix, and N is an ordinary vector.
In the stability analysis of the ODE system and the energy function
analysis of the neural network system, their corresponding Liapunov
function and energy function are monotone decreasing along with the
 .  .curve of system 2.6 or 4.4 . The asymptotically stable attractor of the
systems respectively corresponds to the constrained minimum points of the
origined problem and the minimum points of the energy function. Because
both the ODE system and neural network system have the asymptotically
 .stable balance points, the neural computation in optimization NCO
method can be used to generate the overall optimal point for the con-
strained optimization problems. However, this may carry out a large
quantity of complex computations in order to decide the network weights
 .  .  .and partial input current parameters. In addition, if f x , h x , and g x
have the high dimension and highly nonlinear feature, the NCO method
can result in the unstability of networks. Its theoretical analysis can be
more difficult than that of the ODE method. In this case, the ODE
method may be better than the NCO method in solving the constrained
programming problems.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
A number of different algorithms can be obtained by applying well-known
 .numerical integration methods to the system 2.3 . The method proposed in
this paper is promising to be efficient for finding the initial feasible point of
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the constrained optimization problems. Therefore, it can have a great
potential for applications in numerical analysis.
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